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Background:

In comparison to requirements
from the EU-legislasion, 
Finland has nationally
implemented more strict
IAS practices in many areas
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Finland has prevented artificial introductions
of alien fish species several times. 

In the case of (188 000) lakes in Finland, control
ower the fish fauna is (somehow) possible, but in 
marine areas there are only very limited
possibilities to prevent new IAS species to appear

The average depth of Finnish lakes
is only 2 meters!  



Some alien Coprinid fish species have been introduced
in lakes in Southern Finland, but in Finland they have
not shown strong reproduction rate. The reason for 
low reproduction rate is propably cold climate? 

-> Not a major problem in Finland 



Some Alien Coprint fish species like Preussian Carp
(Carassius gibelio) have introduced in 
Southern parts of Baltic sea (Poland). In time they
have been spreading towartds to the north and 
nowadays they are found also from the coastal areas
in Finland. 

There is no way to remove of the species in marine areas ! 



Native Coprinid fish are problem in many lakes. 
Coprinids maintain biological cycles
of phosphorous compounds and thus they strenghten
or maintain eutrophication in many lakes. 
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In lake areas populations of Coprinids are
controlledby ”management fishing”. 

Large, dense nets are
used to catch maximum
amounds of fish
from the lake. 
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Captured fish (other than
”valuable” species) are often
used as ferilizers in 
local fields.
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”Valuable” fish (trout, pike, piecepearch, 
pearch, burbout and all Coregonus species) are released
back in the lake.

After couple of years
same management 
must be repeated.  
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Even if this management has been developed
to decrease the amount of nutrients in the
lakes, the same method is potential for the
control of IAS fish species.
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Thank you! 


